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Hydrogen exchange experiments under slow exchange conditions show
that an omega loop in cytochrome c (residues 40– 57) acts as a cooperative
unfolding/refolding unit under native conditions. This unit behavior
accounts for an initial step on the unfolding pathway, a final step in
refolding, and a number of other structural, functional and evolutionary
properties.
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Leszczynski and Rose found that a category of
non-regular protein secondary structure, which
they called the V loop, accounts for 25% of the
amino acid residues in protein molecules.1 The
termini of V loops come close in three-dimensional
space and their side-chain atoms pack tightly but
irregularly to produce compact substructures.
V loops tend to occur at the protein surface and
serve important functional roles.1,2 Results
described here and in related papers3 – 6 contribute
to this view by identifying V loops in cytochrome
c (Cyt c) as cooperative units that participate in a
number of functional activities, including the stepwise Cyt c folding/unfolding pathway.
Thermodynamic principles require that proteins
must constantly unfold and refold, even under
native conditions. All of the molecules cycle
through all possible higher energy partially and
fully unfolded forms, albeit at a very low level.
Most observational methods are dominated by
signals from the overwhelmingly populated native
state and so are insensitive to this transient unfolding behavior. In contrast, the hydrogen exchange
(HX) rates of structurally protected hydrogen
atoms receive no contribution from the static native
Abbreviations used: Cyt, c, cytochrome c; WT, wildtype; pWT, pseudo wild-type (H26N, H33N); HX,
hydrogen exchange; NHX, native state hydrogen
exchange; PUF, partially unfolded form; foldon,
cooperative folding/unfolding unit; GdmCl,
guanidinium chloride.
E-mail address of the corresponding author:
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state. Under favorable conditions, the otherwise
invisible low level unfolding reactions can be
made to dominate the HX behavior of the amino
acids that they expose. HX results can then identify
the major higher energy states and measure their
equilibrium4,5 and kinetic6 parameters.
Previous HX experiments found four concerted
unfolding units (foldons) in Cyt c, illustrated in
Figure 1(a).4 – 8 Some of these are coincident with
entire helices, consistent with their intrinsically
cooperative nature.9,10 Previous results suggested
that V loops could also behave as concerted folding units but this was not well documented due to
the small number of amide protons measured.
Experiments described here, done under more
favorable conditions, reveal a new foldon, an entire
V loop, that was not detected in earlier work
(Figure 1). This foldon accounts for a concerted
step on the Cyt c folding pathway. It also serves a
number of other functional purposes.
Concerted unfolding of an V-loop
The ability of HX experiments to identify a
cooperative folding unit depends critically on the
number of exchanging hydrogen atoms that can
be measured. To maximize this number, the
present work used the more stable reduced form
of Cyt c at lower temperature (20 8C) than before
and at a series of lower pH values. Figure 2 shows
the pH dependence for exchange of the measurable
amide protons in the four previously characterized
foldons. The conditions used increase the number
of measurable protons in the Yellow loop to 17,
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Figure 1. Molecular Cyt c structure (1HRC.pdb13 and MOLSCRIPT38). (a) The five foldons are the Red unit (71 – 85 V
loop), the outer Yellow neck (a short anti-parallel b-sheet; residues 37 – 39, 58 – 61), the N-yellow V loop (residues
40 – 57), the Green unit (60’s helix and 20’s – 30’s V-loop), and the Blue unit (N and C-terminal helices).4,7,8 The outer
Yellow neck and the N-yellow V loop constitute the previously characterized Yellow unit (residues 37 – 61).4,7,8 (b) The
N-yellow V loop viewed from below showing the pH-sensitive hydrogen bonds to His26 (with Pro44 CO) and other
interactions.

compared to four in oxidized Cyt c4 and six in
reduced Cyt c8 when measured at p2H 7 and
30 8C. A similar increase was obtained for the Red
loop but not for the Green loop.
Most of these hydrogen atoms exchange by way
of small “local fluctuations” that expose to
exchange only one protected hydrogen at a
time.11,12 Hydrogen atoms may also exchange by
way of larger unfolding reactions but this behavior
is often obscured by faster exchange through local
fluctuation pathways. Previous native state hydrogen exchange (NHX) experiments exploited
denaturant, temperature, or pressure to selectively
promote the large concerted unfolding reactions
so that they come to dominate the exchange of the
hydrogen atoms that they expose. The otherwise
hidden large unfolding reactions are then revealed
by the merging of the multiple hydrogen atoms
exposed by each unfolding to a common HX rate
(EX1 exchange)6 or to a common equilibrium
DGHX (EX2 exchange).4,5
Figure 2 shows that low pH selectively promotes
an otherwise hidden large unfolding reaction that
exposes a subset of nine measurable amide protons
to solvent exchange. They are placed sequentially
within the Yellow loop segment (Thr40, Gln42,
Ala43, Phe46, Asn52, Lys53, Asn54, Lys55, Ile57).
(The missing hydrogen atoms exchange too fast to
measure.) Only one of these, Gln42, was observed
in earlier work.8 The other amide protons near the
termini of the previously studied Yellow loop and
in the other foldons do not join this trend.

Figure 3(a) and (b) exhibit these nine hydrogen
atoms alone at different salt conditions. Figure 3(c)
shows that increasing denaturant tends to cause
similar merging, as for other cooperative foldons
found before.
The concerted 40– 57 segment is an ideal V loop
(Figure 1(b)) nested within the larger cooperative
unit previously referred to as the Yellow loop
(residues 37 – 61). The terminal residues are hydrogen bonded (40NH –57CO) and there are a large
number, 32, of intra-loop residue-residue contacts.
The HX results identify this loop as a separate
cooperative unfolding unit. We refer to it as the
Nested yellow (N-yellow) foldon. It corresponds
well with one of the V loops (40 – 54) found by the
original analysis by Leszczynski and Rose.1 The
outer neck of the loop, a small anti-parallel
b-sheet,13 unfolds reversibly with higher free
energy.
Selective unfolding at low pH
Figure 3(a) and (b) show that the pH-dependent
merging of the N-yellow protons has little dependence on salt concentration, indicating that the
loop destabilization is not due to general electrostatic repulsion. In fact, high salt modestly
promotes rather than retards the merging. The concerted N-yellow unfolding must be promoted by
one or more buried titratable groups that have protonation pKa more favorable in the unfolded than
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Figure 2. NHX of reduced Cyt c
showing the selective promotion of
a large unfolding reaction at low
p2H (20 8C with 0.5 M KCl).
Measured H to 2H exchange rates,
kex, were converted to the free
energy of the responsible structural
opening reaction using the equation
DGHX ¼ 2 RT ln(kex/kch),
which
holds in the EX2 region below
pH , 10. Here, kch is the chemical
exchange rate calculated for unprotected
amides.39,40
Errors
in
reported DGHX values are generally
less than 0.1 kcal/mol. The amide
protons are color-coded according
to the previously characterized
four foldons4,7,8 (Figure 1). HX rates
are slowed at lower pH due to the
dependence of the chemical
exchange rate on OH ion. In
addition some of the DGHX values
show a general decrease with low
pH, perhaps due to the large buildup of positive charge, but they
become pH-independent above
p2H 6. Equine Cyt c (type VI) from
Sigma Chemicals was used in these
experiments. The purity was
checked and it was further purified
by reverse phase HPLC when
necessary.15 All other chemicals
were as described.4,7,8 The pH buffers used were 0.1 M phosphate, succinate, citrate, acetate, and formate. All experiments were done at 20 8C in the presence of 0.5 M KCl. NHX was initiated by passing reduced Cyt c (ascorbate) in
H2O buffer through a Sephadex G25 spin column previously washed with H2O/dithionite and then equilibrated with
deoxygenated 2H2O buffer (argon bubbling, 40 mM ascorbate). The sample was transferred to an NMR tube, filled
with argon, and capped. Time-points were collected for ten days. NMR parameters and data analysis were
as described.4,7,8 Typical protein concentration was , 6 mM. The dead-time from the start of the HX reaction was
, 15 minutes.

in the folded form due to bonding interactions that
are lost on unfolding.
Buried protonatable groups linked to the
N-yellow segment are His26 and the heme propionates (Figure 1(b)). The pKa for protonation of
His26 is less than 3.6 in the native state14 compared
to , 6.5 for an exposed histidine. One of the two
heme propionates, probably heme propionate 7,
has a pKa for protonation less than 4.5 compared
to 5 –6 in water.14 We did NHX experiments with a
mutant lacking His26 (H26N, H33N), called
pseudo-wild-type (pWT) Cyt c.15 The DGHX
values of the N-yellow protons still merge
but only at more extreme pH (Figure 3(d)).
Similar results were obtained at various salt concentrations (not shown). These results indicate
that His26 does contribute to the selective pH
sensitivity of the N-yellow unfolding but some
other group is also necessary, presumably the
heme propionate.
Extrapolation of the data in Figure 3(a) and (b) to
DGHX , 0 shows that the pH-driven equilibrium
transition of the N-yellow loop is essentially coincident with the low pH molten globule transition of

Cyt c. Further, the N-yellow transition matches the
surprising result that high salt promotes rather
than shields against the Cyt c molten globule
transition.16 These results suggest that the special
ability of low pH to produce the partially unfolded
molten globule form of Cyt c, and other proteins
also, might be explained by the selective destabilization and unfolding of particular foldons. Other
destabilants (denaturant, temperature, pressure)
affect foldons in a different way as shown by
previous NHX experiments and will not in general
produce a molten globule.
V Loops act as cooperative folding units
In previous NHX work, six residues distributed
through the Red V loop of Cyt c (15 residues total)
were found to exhibit the same equilibrium and
kinetic parameters for reversible unfolding (DGHX ;
kop ; kcl ), showing that the entire Red loop acts as a
cooperative unfolding/refolding unit.6 The unit
unfolding of the large Yellow V loop was inferred
before from the common DGHX measured for three
amides and the Trp59 indole N1H in the outer
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Figure 3. NHX of the N-yellow loop hydrogen atoms in reduced Cyt c. (a) and (b) The independence of DGHX on salt
concentration for WT Cyt c (similar results for intermediate salt concentrations and for higher pH not shown). (c) The
dependence on denaturant (GdmSCN at p2Hread 5.8). Measurements become difficult at higher denaturant concentrations due to faster rates and decreasing NMR peak amplitudes. The broken line shows the straight line fit to the
marker protons, Gln42 and Asn52. (d) pH-dependent merging is slower for pWT Cyt c (H26N, H33N), indicating a
role for His26, but some similar merging behavior continues, indicating a role for an additional buried group, apparently heme propionate. Experimental conditions were as described in the legend to Figure 2.

Yellow neck.4,7,8 The present results show that the
included N-yellow loop reversibly unfolds as a
separate unit. The outer Yellow neck residues
unfold at higher free energy, producing a partially
unfolded state that includes the unfolded N-yellow
and Red loops.
The present results indicate that the N-yellow
foldon unfolds with free energy of 5.0 kcal/mol
above the native state in oxidized Cyt c and
6.7 kcal/mol in the reduced state. Previous results
show that the concerted Red loop has unfolding
free energy of 6.0 kcal/mol and 9.2 kcal/mol in
oxidized and reduced Cyt c.4 – 8 The outer
Yellow neck unfolds with a free energy of
7.4 kcal/mol and 10.6 kcal/mol in oxidized and
reduced Cyt c. All of these values refer to p2H 7.0
at 20 8C.
These results characterize the concerted unfolding of three V loops. Concerted unfolding appears
to be a common V loop property.

Foldon relationships
At low pH where the concerted N-yellow
unfolding comes to dominate the exchange of all
of its protons, the protons protected in other
foldons exchange more slowly (Figure 2). They are
not exposed to exchange in the N-yellow unfolding. The same result is seen up to neutral pH in
Figure 4(a), which compares marker protons for
the N-yellow, Red, outer Yellow, and Green helix
foldons. (Marker protons exchange only by way of
the large unit unfolding reactions.) These results
indicate that the N-yellow V loop unfolds independently of (before) the other unfoldings.
That the N-yellow foldon unfolds before the
others is also indicated by a direct measurement
of the unfolding rates of the different foldons by a
kinetic NHX (kNHX) method, which measures
reversible unfolding by HX under EX1 conditions.
Figure 4(b) shows some kNHX results for
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Figure 4. Unfolding equilibria and rates (oxidized Cyt c). (a) The dependence of foldon stability on p2H, measured
by marker protons for the N-yellow (Gln42), Red (Ile75), outer Yellow (Lys60, Leu64, Trp59 indole N1H), and Green
(Leu68) foldons. The NHX experiments were done as described.4 (b) Kinetic NHX results for marker protons of the
N-yellow and Red foldons in oxidized Cyt c. The plateau at high pH shows EX1 exchange where HX rate equals the
(reversible) unfolding rate. In these experiments, done as described by Hoang et al.,6 native Cyt c was exposed to 2H
to H exchange at high pH for only a short time (33 ms), then analyzed for H-labeling levels by NMR at p2Hread 5.3.

marker protons in the N-yellow and Red loops. In
these experiments, oxidized Cyt c was exposed
to a short pulse of H – 2H exchange labeling
(33 ms) at increasing pH. At relatively low pH,
where structural reclosing is faster than exchange
ðkcl . kch ; kex ¼ Kop kch Þ; the reversible unfolding
reaction acts as a pre-equilibrium step (EX2
region). HX rate increases with pH (OH-ion catalyzed) until it limits at the dynamic reversible
unfolding rate (EX1 limit; kcl , kch ; kex ¼ kop Þ: The
unfolding rate is sensitively indicated by the pHindependent plateau level of labeling reached at
high pH.6 The unfolding rate is 16(^ 1) s21 for the
N-yellow unit and 7(^ 1) s21 for the Red unit.
Thus the N-yellow V loop opens first.
The kNHX data in Figure 4(b) also yield a DGHX
value for N-yellow unfolding in the EX2 region
between pH 9 and 11. It is the same as at neutral
pH (Figure 4(a)), but all of the higher free energy
foldons are destabilized by , 2 kcal/mol.6 This
behavior is due to a buried titratable group that
can be deprotonated at high pH when the transient
N-yellow unfolding exposes it to attack by some
incoming solvent base (first step in the Cyt c
alkaline transition; see the accompanying paper3).
The buried negative charge then promotes the
unfolding of the Red loop and of the higher lying
unfoldings but not of the lower lying N-yellow loop.
These equilibrium and kinetic observations indicate that the N-yellow V loop unfolds before the
other foldons. However the other foldons are not
independent of N-yellow. The marker protons in
Figure 4(a) show that the selective destabilization of
the N-yellow unfolding at low pH is mirrored in the
behavior of the higher lying Red and Yellow foldons.
This indicates that N-yellow loop unfolding is
included within the Red and Yellow loop unfoldings,
consistent with a sequence in which N-yellow
unfolds first, as in reaction Scheme 2 below.

Functional correlations: the folding pathway
Previous experiments showed that the Red,
Yellow, Green, and Blue foldons in Cyt c do not
simply unfold independently. They unfold in an
interdependent, sequential way that constructs an
unfolding pathway, as in reaction Scheme 1
(foldons color-coded; native fold in upper case,
unfolded in lower case). The evidence for this
important result can be briefly summarized. In
Cyt c, the order of increasing unfolding size (m
value) and unfolding free energy for the different
foldons was found to be Red open, Yellow open,
Green open, Blue open.4,5,8 In agreement, a stability
labeling experiment7 identified the partially
unfolded forms (PUFs) as follows: Red alone
unfolded (rYGB), Red þ Yellow unfolded (ryGB),
Red þ Yellow þ Green unfolded (rygB), and finally
all unfolded (rygb) to produce the U state. The
identity of these PUFs differ, one from another, by
one foldon and they are just the forms necessary
to construct the sequential unfolding pathway in
Scheme 1. kNHX experiments find that the
temporal order of unfolding is in this same
sequence.6 Other results independently demonstrate that rYGB and rygB are on the folding/
unfolding pathway, and place them as shown in
Scheme 1.6,17,18

Scheme 1.

These prior experiments4 – 8 were done under
equilibrium native conditions where the native
state is by far the most abundant form. The
results identify, and define the kinetic sequence of,
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transient reversible unfolding steps that occur
continually at a very low level at equilibrium
ðKop , 1022 Þ: Because the system is at equilibrium,
each unfolding step found by the HX experiments
must be matched by an equal and opposite refolding reaction. Therefore the major refolding pathway found in this way must replicate the major
unfolding pathway, as in Scheme 1. NHX results
for other proteins19 – 22 support the generality of
this kind of folding/unfolding behavior.
It is revealing that the experimentally derived
folding sequence conforms to the structure of
native Cyt c (Figure 1(a) and Rumbley et al.23). The
Blue unit contacts only the Green unit, therefore
initial folding of the Blue bihelical unit forms a
docking surface that can template the formation of
and stabilize only the Green unit. In turn the
Green unit is necessary to guide and stabilize the
formation of the Yellow and Red units.23 This correspondence between the native structure and the
independently derived pathway strongly suggests
that folding proceeds in the native context, and is
determined by native-like interactions, with prior
units of native-like structure guiding and stabilizing the formation of subsequent units in a stepwise
assembly process.
The present experiments were similarly done at
equilibrium native conditions. The results reveal a
previously unrecognized foldon, the N-yellow
unit, and show that the N-yellow loop unfolds
faster and at lower free energy than the other
foldons, i.e. it can unfold alone (nRYGB). It further
appears that the higher lying Red-unfolded and
Yellow-unfolded forms include the N-yellow loop
(nrYGB and nryGB, respectively; Figure 4(a) and
(b)). These results are consistent with reaction
Scheme 2. Another possibility, not wholly ruled
out by available data, is that the N-yellow and
Red units may unfold as alternative initial steps,
and then join to form nrYGB.

Scheme 2.

Other functional correlations
The nested yellow foldon, which is the least
stable and fastest unfolding unit, is involved in a
remarkable number of structural, functional and
evolutionary features of Cyt c.
In regard to structural dynamics, different
proteases cleave Cyt c first within the N-yellow
loop24,25 suggesting that it is the most flexible unit.
From their protease studies, Wang & Kallenbach24
calculate a redox-dependent free energy difference
of 2 kcal/mol, close to the 1.7 kcal/mol found here
for N-yellow unfolding. This is consistent with the

view that protease accessibility is determined by
the transient unfolding,26 which is more favorable
in oxidized than in reduced Cyt c. Decreased
N-yellow loop stability of some recombinant Cyt c
variants correlates with decreased expression
levels, suggesting increased intracellular proteolysis rates27,28 (J.N.R., unpublished results).
Molecular dynamics simulations29 and 15N
relaxation measurements30,31 also indicate that the
N-yellow loop is more dynamic than the other
units.
In functional interactions, the N-yellow loop
unfolds: (1) as a first step in Cyt c-mediated apoptosis and necrosis;32 (2) when Cyt c binds to lipid
membranes;32 (3) as a first step in the alkaline
transition.3,32 When the N-yellow loop is destabilized or even removed, Cyt c maintains the same
overall fold and its characteristic heme absorption
bands.33 – 35 However, its activity, redox potential,
and ability to bind to its redox partners decrease
and the alkaline transition is promoted.28,33,34,36
The N-yellow loop is the least conserved in Cyt c
evolution. It is deleted as a unit in some proteins,
e.g. Pseudomonas Cyt c and dimers like Cyt c4.37
Class I cytochromes are categorized based on
whether or not the N-yellow loop is present.37
Conclusions and implications
The results presented here indicate that V loops
in globular proteins continually unfold and refold
as concerted units under native conditions. These
and other results show that the globular Cyt c
protein is composed of five foldon units and
imply that the folding behavior of Cyt c emerges
as an epiphenomenon of its foldon substructure.
The stepwise nature of the folding pathway is
determined by the unit cooperative nature of the
individual foldons; the pathway sequence is determined by the organization of the foldons within
the native structure.
The N-yellow loop, the least stable foldon in Cyt
c, accounts for the first step in the unfolding pathway and it participates importantly in other
functional activities. The accompanying paper3
identifies another functional role of the N-yellow
and Red V loop foldons. These results raise the
interesting possibility that the foldon substructure
of proteins may determine not only their folding
behavior but also additional functional properties.
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